Abstract. Aiming at the non-stationary features of mechanical vibration signals, a fault diagnosis method based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition singular value entropy and support vector machine are put forward. This method utilizes the advantage of EEMD which can effectively restrain model mixing and combined with information entropy theory, firstly, original signals were decomposed into a finite number of stationary intrinsic mode functions (IFMs). Secondly, singular value and singular entropies of a feature pattern matrix whose rows are IMFs are extracted. Finally, singular value feature vector are served as the input vectors of SVM, based on the output to identify the fault pattern. Experimental results show that this method is affective.
Introduction
The vibration signal of rolling bearing is non-linear, how to extract feature from non-linear is the key point for fault diagnosis [1] . Empirical mode decomposition [2] (EMD) is of great use to analysis non-linear vibration signal, but an open problem of it is the model mixing problem. In 2009, Wu and Huang proposed an improved version of EMD, called ensemble empirical mode decomposition [3] (EEMD). By adding finite white noise to investigated signal, the EEMD method can eliminate the model mixing. When some occurs in the bearing, the singular entropy will change due to the change of singular value of IMFs, so the singular entropy can be used to specify whether the bearing has fault or not, and the singular value of IMFs can be used as the feature vector.
On the other hand, support vector machine (SVM) is a powerful machine method based on statistical learning theory and structural risk minimization principle, which can overcome the disadvantage of artificial neural network, are widely used in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing [4] [5] . In this paper, a fault diagnosis method based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition singular entropy(EEMD-SE) and support vector machine are put forward. The IMFs which contain almost information of the fault are chosen to initial feature vector matrix, then the singular value vector which is obtained by singular value decomposition (SVD) form the matrix is input to the SVM to specify the fault type.
Ensemble empirical mode decomposetion (EEMD)
Let the original signal is   x t , the EMD method is to decompose   x t into several IMFs i c and a residue n r .
 
The principle of EEMD is sample：the added white noise populates the white time-frequency space uniformly, facilitating a natural of the frequency scales, which reduces the occurrence of mode mixing [6] . The EEMD algorithm is as follow [7] .
(1) Add a numerically generated white noise to the original signal to generate a new signal： 
where n is the number of IMFs,   
The original vibration signal of bearing with outer race fault are shown in Figure 1 and the decomposed signal using EEMD are shown in Figure 2 . From Figure  2 we can find that the EEMD method decompose the original signal into 11 IMFs and a residue, each IMFs has different frequency components. 
Ensemble empirical mode decomposition singular entropy
Singular value is the nature characteristics of the matrix and own favorable stability, and has the characteristics of scale invariance and rotating invariance. When the different fault occurs in the bearing, the singular value of IMFs decomposed from different fault signal will change. It is very feasible to be the fault feature. Hence, the EEMD singular entropy can be used to specify whether the bearing has fault or not. Use the EEMD method to decompose the vibration signal   x t into several IMFs and a residue, each IMF has different frequency components, use them to initial feature vector matrix M , and then the singular value 
The EMD singular entropy and EEMD singular entropy of bearing with different fault are shown in Table   1 . We can find that the EEMD singular entropy is smaller than EMD, it is because that EEMD overcome the model mixing problem, the uncertainly of energy distribution are reduced. The entropy of normal bearing is bigger than that bearing with fault, it is because the energy of the normal bearing vibration signal is evenly distributed, so the entropy is bigger. On the contrary, in the fault condition, the energy distribution becomes uneven or certain, so the entropy is smaller. The singular entropy of different fault pattern is different, so we can use it to specify the fault type. But specify the fault type only based on the singular entropy value is not enough, further analysis are needed. 
The theory of SVM
SVM are often used for classification and regression analysis. As for the class problem, the most important is to find the optimal separating plane. A two-class problem are shown in Figure 3 , from the Figure 3 , we can find that the parallel line between l1 and l2 can correctly separate two samples, they can be the candidate separating line. It is obvious that the line in the middle of l1 and l2 is the best. The best separating line is not only can correctly separate two samples, but also can maximize the margin between separating line. Let the linear equation of line l is:
the margin between l and l1(l2) is 1 /  , maximize the margin is equal to minimize  , then the problem may be handled by solving the following quadratic optimization problem [9] 5 Procedures of the proposed method and experimental results
1 Procedures of the proposed method
The singular values of the matrix whose rows are IMFs decomposed by EEMD, are input to SVM to classify the fault type. The complete process of the proposed method is given in the following steps. It also is shown in Figure  4 .
(1) Collect vibration signals under various condition.
(2) Using EEMD method to decompose the vibration signal into IMFs. 
2 Experimental results
Experiment datas are from USA Case Western Reserve University [10] . The bearings (6205-2RSSKF) were seeded with fault by electro-discharge machining. Three single point defects (inner race (IR), ball(B) and outer race(OR)) with diameters 0.007 in. were introduced separately and the data were collected at motor speeds of 1797rpm. The data 97.mat(N),105.mat(IR), 118.mat(B) and 130.mat(OR) are chose in this paper. From each data, 20 samples are intercepted, and the length of each sample is 2048.
Each sample was decomposed by EEMD (the number of ensemble is 100 and the amplitude of the added white noise is 0.2). After analyzing the IMFs, it was found that the first 5 IMFs almost contain all the fault information. So the first 5 IMFs of each sample are chose to generate the feature vector. For each working condition (20 samples), 10 samples were randomly selected as training sample, and the rest 10 samples were selected as testing sample, 8 training samples and 4 testing sample of each working condition are shown in Table 2 . The SVM are trained by training sample and the testing sample are used to test the SVM, the test results are shown in Table 3 . In order to verify the performance of SVM, BP neural network fault classifier are generated. The results of the two classifier are shown in Table 4 . From Table 4 we can find not only testing time but also accuracy that SVM is better than BP network. 
